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Form for comparative analysis (activity 3.1) 
 

1) Has your Institution elaborated a specific interpretation of the concept of participation different from 

the one given by European Union? If yes, please, could you report your definition?  

The City of Venice recognises, valorises and promotes the citizens participation. 

The foreseen  tools and procedures are grounded on general guidelines of the participated paths and 
in substance does not differ in substance by the same principles recommendations aimed to 
increase the level of involvement and sharing of the territory government choices pointed out by 
the European Union. A particular relevance is acknowledge by the Statute to the participation of 
the citizens to the political and administrative action through the internet network.  

 

2) Has your Institution regulated the participatory approach/procedure to public choices?   

There is a regulation that disciplines the institutes of participation to the decisional procedures. 
Different forms and levels of the community participation are foreseen: inquiries, petitions and 
proposals of decisions; participatory documentation activities, consultative and abrogative 
referendum. In particular the “participatory documentation activities” enable us to set up 
participatory paths concerning law or administrative acts of general feature of competence of the 
City Council. Furthermore, the Mayor can consult the population also through audits, 
questionnaires, surveys, forum and laboratories. 

 

3) With reference to the previous question, what kind of impact do the results of a participatory 

procedure on the policy maker’s decisions have?  

Currently, less than one year of their approval, we cannot report relevant experiences to which 
have been applied the foreseen tools by the regulation. The City Council is not obliged to adjust to 
the results of the participatory processes, but it has to motivate in an effective way its choices. 
Only for the abrogative referendum the outcome must be implemented by the public 
administration. 

 

4) What are the main forms for Local Community to participate to public policies (in general)?  

There are not preventively identified particular target groups to which address the participatory 
tools. Time by time are identified the stakeholders among the economic categories and 
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associations, that moreover are very pro-active, in their activities in the territory. With regards to 
the processes activated by the citizens , they are set up through collection of signatures according 
to a different numerical quantity according to the “tool institute” that we are eager to perform. 

 

5) What are the main forms for Local Community to participate to public policies related to the cultural 

and environmental heritage? 

As pointed out in the answer 3,  currently there are no relevant examples of participated paths, as 
foreseen by the regulation, related to choices on the cultural and environmental heritage. 
In the initiatives started by the administration, nevertheless we have recorded the interest of 
organisation of economic actors and of the associations active in the cultural and environmental 
field. 

 

6) Does the current regulation expect a determined length for participatory process? If yes, could you 

describe what are the main steps of the procedure?  

The duration of each single “institute” as it is determined by the regulation , it is strictly placed in 
the time: in particular, for the “participatory documentation activity” it is foreseen that the 
procedure ends within a maximum of 90 days from the date of decision of the City Council. Within 
30 days of the conclusion of the procedure and the reception of the acts of the same procedure, it is 
convened the City Council for the decision on the subject 

 

7) If your Institution has started a participated process in public choices (preferably on cultural and 

environmental heritage issues) please describe weaknesses and strengths. 

In case your Institution hasn’t started yet such a process, try to figure out possible weaknesses and 

strengths if a participatory process would apply. 

In the different experiences so far performed, even thought not necessary linked to cultural and 
environmental themes, the criticalities are generally linked to the difficulty of the transversal 
involvement of the different sectors of the administration  and to the representativeness of the 
subjects that adhere to the paths, as well as to the excess of expectations that often are generated 
among the stakeholders. Among the strong points, are surely the enhanced dialogue that we can 
settle among the different actors and the growth of the social capital in the territory. A significant 
application of the new tools adopted by the Administration could derive by the choices on the use 
of the forts, already an issue of participatory paths created in a spontaneous way and autonomously 
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managed by some associations and citizens. 

 

8) What institutional and/or social players should be/are involved in a participatory process activated in 

the framework of Adrifort project. 

In the case of activation of a participatory path on the forts, this must necessarily have among its 
protagonists, the entire citizen’s component per the socio-cultural relevance that by now these 
assets have since several years  in the citizen aggregative dynamics. Particular fields of 
stakeholders can be identified  in the several volunteers associations that from the Eighties are 
dealing with the recovery and the valorisation of the Venetian fortified system  (third sector and no 
profit) that always since years are working inside the forts with activities and proposal of different 
nature. 

 

9) If your Institution can launch a participatory process on the selected Adrifort assets, do you have 

specific competences to manage it? And with which methodology? 

For the above written, it is conceivable that the City of Venice can be available to start a 
participatory process related to themes of the project. The City has available different competences 
capable to perform the role of facilitator for the leading of work groups and of the activities in 
general of the participated paths. The methodologies can be defined in relation to the specific 
themes that we will go to tackle. 

 

 

Should you encounter any problems in filling in 

the form please contact: 

Mr. Federico Rosset 

e-mail: federico.rosset@regione.veneto.it 

direct tel. number:  00 39 (0)41 279 4349 

 


